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EmOtION® LAmINAtE FLOORING
QUALITY AT EVERY sTEP

Living is a matter of the heart, a feeling that appeals to the sen-

ses. Discover your new flooring with open eyes. 

Selecting the right laminate flooring from EGGER is easy, since 

the large selection of attractive decors is guaranteed to offer 

something you will love. emotion® laminate flooring is robust, 

easy-care and durable. 

All EGGER products meet the highest standards for product 

safety and environmental compatibility. That is why we only use 

wood from sustainable forestry operations.

Discover the varied and exciting world of emotion® laminate 

flooring.



Bodenbeispiel (s. page XX): H2642 | Seekiefer grau 

Em7193 
montana Pine brown
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EmBARK ON A 
JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY
INTO THE NEW WORLD OF LIVING

All over the world, people have their own living style. Personalities 

and customs play a major role in the selection of furniture, the 

use of living accessories and of course also the choice of the right 

flooring.

"Come and join us on a journey of discovery to explore the interior 

decorating styles of Europe and find the flooring of your dreams.

Let the emotion® worlds of living inspire you." 

The EGGER emotion® collection offers the right flooring for any 

interior decorating style.

DESIGN YOUR OWN STYLE OF
LIVING WITH THE EGGER
VIRTUAL DESIGN STUDIO AT 
WWW.EGGER.COm/EmOtION
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Em7200  
Garrison Oak sherry



Em7184 
Viva natural

Em7188 
Arosa Pear

Em7126 
Beech 
Heartwood

Em7181 
Country Cherry

Em3108
Italian Walnut

CHARmING SIENA –
sOUTHERN JOY OF LIVING

Other matching decors for this interior decorating style:
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CHARmING SIENA –
sOUTHERN JOY OF LIVING

The interior decorating style of the mediterranean fascinates 

with warm wall colours, wood and natural stone decor elements 

and its authentic elegance. Laminate flooring of the right 

colour effectively highlights this style. Timeless furniture, a 

bowl of fresh fruit, a colourful bouquet and of course southern 

hospitality - that is how living gains the feeling of a holiday.

Em3108  
Italian Walnut
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Em7181  
Country Cherry

Em7184  
Viva natural

Em7188 
Arosa Pear



 
@HOmE IN LONDON –
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CITY,
IN THE MIDsT OF LIFE

Em7202 
Riffle Oak white



Em3110 
Oxford Oak

Em7206
Simbu merbau

Em7186 
Novara Beech

Em7178
moor Acacia

Em3218
maple 
Heartwood

Other matching decors for this interior decorating style:
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@HOmE IN LONDON –
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CITY,
IN THE MIDsT OF LIFE

modern, elegant living in the city is a popular trend. A tidy living 

space with clear lines, a place for everything and everything in 

its place offers plenty of room for evolvement. Here the flooring 

highlights this living style with discerning taste. See for yourself!

Em3110 
Oxford Oak

Em3218 
maple Heartwood



Em7178 
moor Acacia

Em7206 
Simbu merbau

EMOTION 13
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HINt:
THE HUE DETERMINEs THE CHARACTER OF THE 
ROOM -BRIGHT OR DARK, THE CHOICE Is YOUR

Em7189 
Grivola maple

The colour and texture of the flooring have a significant influence 

on the effect of a room. 

Bright wood hues reflect more light for a room with an open, 

expansive character. This effect can be further enhanced or toned 

down by choosing an appropriate wall colour.



Darker hues on the other hand absorb light, making the room 

appear more compact. Here contrasts can be created with bright 

wall colours and colourful accessories, giving the room a very 

special flair.

In addition to the colour, the grain of a decor also has a major 

impact on the appearance of a room. Rustic flooring with 

pronounced colour differences creates a lively room image, while 

an even decor image results in a quieter atmosphere.

Em7186 
Novara Beech
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CLASSIC tOUCH IN PRAGUE –
GLAMOROUs LIVING

Em7185 
Leatherstone



Em7195 
Northland Oak

Em3207
Doussie Aruba

Em7122 
Périgord Walnut

Em7199  
Garrison Oak 
tabac

Em7205
mokolo Wenge

Other matching decors for this interior decorating style:
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CLASSIC tOUCH IN PRAGUE –
GLAMOROUs LIVING

The stately homes of centuries past offer a unique backdrop for 

classic and contemporary living in one. Combine old chandeliers 

with modern accessories and furniture, discover the appeal of 

times past, integrated into the latest living trends.

 

With high-quality emotion® laminate flooring, you can combine 

these two worlds into a perfect whole.

Em7122 
Périgord Walnut



Em7199 
Garrison Oak tabac

Em7195 
Northland Oak

Em7205 
mokolo Wenge
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FRESH AmStERDAm –
sTYLIsH AND MODERN

Em7192 
montana Pine silver



Em7019
metallica white

Em3209
Oak Orleans

Em7196
Northland Oak 
brown

Em7153
mansonia 
Walnut

Other matching decors for this interior decorating style:

Em7134
Zermatt Oak 
sand



Em7153 
mansonia Walnut

Em7196 
Northland Oak brown

Em3209 
Oak Orleans

EMOTION 22
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FREsH AMsTERDAM –
StYLISH AND mODERN

Friendly, young and uncomplicated is how this residential style 

presents itself. Bright hues, functional furniture and the sparing 

use of accessories will enhance this ambiance.

Laminate flooring from the emotion® collection brings a fresh 

and modern style into your home.

Em7019 
metallica white
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HINt:
ENDLEss POssIBILITIEs -
DEsIGN WITH LAMINATE FLOORING

When it comes to room design with laminate flooring, the 

possibilities are virtually limitless. For example, laminate 

flooring can also be purposefully used as a room divider through 

the combination of two different decors. Large, open rooms are 

visually divided, creating entirely different living atmospheres in 

each of the sections.  

 

Be creative and use emotion® laminate flooring in your room 

design.



Combination of 
2 tile decors

Elegant 
stripes

Laminate flooring as 
a room divider

Em7176 
Em7177

Em7152 
Em7178

Em7019 
Em7176



Em7134 
Zermatt Oak sand



Em7187 
Arosa Pear 
creme

Em3201 
Bornholm 
Spruce

Em7190
Sibirian Larch

Em7203
Belfort Oak dark

FRIENDLY StOCKHOLm –
AT HOME IN THE NORTH

Other matching decors for this interior decorating style:

Em7130
American Pecan
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Em7187 
Arosa Pear creme
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In a Nordic interior decorating style, the friendly and clear 

attitude towards life is perfectly accentuated by bright furniture, 

wall colours in shades of blue and the purposeful placement of 

decorative items. 

 

Laminate flooring from the emotion® collection rounds out the 

fresh appearance and communicates openness, cosiness and the 

expansiveness of the north.

FRIENDLY StOCKHOLm –
AT HOME IN THE NORTH

Em7190 
Sibirian Larch

Em7203 
Belfort Oak dark



Em7189 
Grivola maple



Em7175
Hazienda

Em3301
Beech 2-strip 
elegance 

Em7197
Garrison Oak 
natural

Em7131
Woodwork Oak

mODERN LIVING IN SOFIA –
FRIENDLY AMBIANCE

Other matching decors for this interior decorating style:

Em3201
Bornholm 
Spruce



Em7197 
Garrison Oak natural

Em7175 
Hazienda

EMOTION 32
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mODERN LIVING IN SOFIA –
FRIENDLY AMBIANCE

Childhood is the best time of our life. That untroubled and 

light-hearted attitude towards life is reflected in this children's 

room. Laminate flooring from the emotion® collection is the 

perfect match since it is durable and easy-care, perfect to play 

and fool around on. The many friendly and bright decors create 

a pleasant atmosphere, not just for children.

Em7131 
Woodwork Oak
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HINt:
HORIZONtAL - VERtICAL – DIAGONAL – 
THE DIRECTION DETERMINEs THE EFFECT

By choosing the installation direction for your laminate flooring, 

you can have a major impact on the visual effect of your room. 

While installing the flooring the width of the room makes a 

surface appear wider. Flooring installed the length of the room 

makes the surface look longer.

This effect is further enhanced when flooring with a bevel on two 

or four sides is selected.

Em7194 
Northland Oak light
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WOODVISION® BEVEL ON 2 SIDES
Bevels on 2 sides of the floorboards highlight the length of a 

room.

WOODVISION® BEVEL ON 4 SIDES
A V-bevel on all four sides emphasises the special character of 

the floorboards.

FLOOrINg WIth WOODVISION® BEVEL
Bevelling the panel edges creates visible and perceptible joints 

when the elements are clicked together. This so-called bevel 

reinforces the nature of the floorboards and makes laminate 

flooring appear especially authentic.



mIxED WORLD IN BERLIN –
WHERE CULTUREs MEET

Em7150 
Woodsticks



Em7152
Girona Chestnut 
white

Em7179
Driftwood

Em7130
American Pecan

Em7201
Riffle Oak

Em7076
Woodstock 
longitudinal

Other matching decors for this interior decorating style:
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Em7097 
Vintage Acacia

Em7201
Riffle Oak

Em7152 
Chataignier blanc de Girone
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mIxED WORLD IN BERLIN –
WHERE CULTUREs MEET

This interior decorating style puts an uncompromising emphasis 

on the power of surfaces. Here the flooring is a key design 

element with a major influence on the ambiance. The skillful 

combination of various style elements completes the room for 

a harmonious overall image. Sharp-edged and round pieces of 

furniture are combined into a perfect mix with unusual decor 

elements.

Em7179 
Driftwood
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DESIGN YOUR OWN STYLE OF
LIVING WITH THE EGGER
VIRTUAL DESIGN STUDIO AT 
WWW.EGGER.COm/EmOtION

http://www.egger.com/emotion

EGGER Virtual Design-Studio

DOWNLOADSSTART

EM7178

      0°              45°            90°           135°

                                                                                                   1     2     3    >>
                                                                         

                                                                     EM7178     

                                                            Classic 8/32

FAVOURITES LAYING CONTACT

FIND A DECOR Search result

Floor

Wall colour

Moor Acacia

Decor laid

Laying direction

Type of offset irregular regular
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DESIGN YOUR OWN RESIDENtIAL StYLE
INsTALL EGGER FLOORING ONLINE
BETWEEN YOUR OWN FOUR WALLs.

On your journey of discovery through various European 

residential styles, you were surely able to gather some 

suggestions and ideas for your new flooring. But how will the 

flooring actually look in your own living room? Will the decor and 

grain match your furniture? What about the wall colours?

With the EGGER Virtual Design Studio on the internet, you can 

install emotion® laminate flooring between your own four walls. 

Upload your digital photos in simple, straightforward steps 

and process them so that you can change the flooring and wall 

colours as you desire. Naturally this is free of charge and without 

time consuming registration.
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StONE - Deeply engraved stone relief

FASCINAtING SURFACES –
NATURALNEss YOU CAN sEE AND FEEL

Thanks to the latest upgrading techniques, EGGER laminate 

flooring surfaces appear highly authentic.

From brushed floorboard structures to the special appearance of 

ceramics to matt surfaces in the style of oiled wood floors. Every 

decor is combined with a perfectly matching surface.

RUStIC - Brushed wood effects

CERAmIC - Ceramic impressionBRILLIANt - Deep gloss

NAtURAL PORE - Authentic wood grain OILED - Oiled natural wood character

VELVEt mAtt - Velvety, elegant appearance

LINEA - modern straight lines
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VINtAGE – RUsTIC COUNTRY-HOME FLOORBOARDs 
WITH sAW CUT APPEARANCE

The perceptible saw cuts of the Vintage surface based on the 

example of traditional craftsmanship impart a unique charm 

to this flooring. Flooring with rough-cut crosswise grooves is 

extremely robust and features excellent slip-resistance (R10).

VINtAGE - Authentic saw cut

Em7202 
Riffle Oak white
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REGIStERED QUALItY FROm tHE 
PROFESSIONAL – FLOORING INSTALLATION 
WITH ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

With laminate flooring from EGGER, you receive a high-quality 

floor covering that is robust, durable and easy-care. Quality “made 

in Germany” is our top priority. This is why every floorboard is 

automatically registered in the production process and passes 

through several inspections.

But the careful installation of flooring is also of crucial importance 

in order to maintain lasting beauty and value. Here the best choice 

is installation by a professional. This offers two advantages for 

you: Not only is your flooring installed perfectly and cleanly. For 

professionally installed flooring, EGGER also extends the guarantee 

by 5 years for a total of up to 30 years.* 

Register your new laminate flooring with EGGER to secure all of the 

advantages offered by the exclusive EGGER PROFESSIONAL ADDED 

VALUE GUARANTEE.

Available from your distributor or to download on the Internet. 

*The EGGER laminate fl ooring guarantee terms apply (material guarantee for shock resistance
  and abrasion). Available from your distributor or to download on the Internet. In addition the
  EGGER PROFESSIONAL ADDED VALUE GUARANTEE terms apply.

EGGER Retail Products 
GmbH & Co. KG
Im Kissen 19
59929 Brilon
Germany

*The EGGER laminate fl ooring guarantee terms apply (material guarantee for shock resistance
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EGGER PROFESSIONAL ADDED VALUE 
GUARANtEE* - DEtAILS  
QUALITY WITH NO IFS AND BUTS

OUtStANDINg FOrM StABILItY 
EGGER is a fully integrated manufacturer of all types of wood 

materials. many years of experience give EGGER the decisive 

advantage. Through the excellent form stability of the core boards 

from our own production, EGGER secures consistent quality.

Therefore the abrasion guarantee* applies for the entire panel – 

also for the edges. 

OUtStANDINg IMPACt rESIStANCE
EGGER uses the technical know-how from all it‘s production areas. 

That makes laminate flooring from EGGER so resistant. Due to the 

special product construction, they are extraordinarily robust and 

even suitable for everyday life when heavily used. 

SPECIAL INStALLEr ADVANtAgE
EGGER trusts in the quality of the handicraft. When installed by 

a professional EGGER PROFESSIONAL VALUE ADDED GUARANTEE 

extends the guarantee period specified on the product by 

additional five years.

*  The EGGER laminate flooring guarantee terms apply (material guarantee for shock resistance and abrasion). 
Available from your distributor or to download on the Internet. In addition the EGGER PROFESSIONAL ADDED 
VALUE GUARANTEE terms apply.

Resilient, highly abrasion-resistant overlay
Decor paper
Swell barrier-plus coreboard made 
from natural wood fibres
Balancer
silenzio® underlay 
(only with identified decors)

We only use HDF-core boards of the quality standard E1.
All papers are resin-impregnated.

Our laminate flooring is certified according to:

PRODUCT STRUCTURE: QUALItY DOWN tO tHE DEtAILS
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FOR tHE PERFECt FINISH –
LAMINATE FLOORING AND 
ACCEssORIEs IN THE EGGER sYsTEM

EGGER quality doesn’t end with the flooring, but includes an 

integrated system of products from the installation to the care of 

your new laminate flooring.

From the underlay to noise reduction, from the matching skirting 

to care products, all accessories are optimally adapted to the 

flooring. And with special highlights such as LED floor lights, 

you can also add blazing accents.

Em7198 
Garrison Oak cognac
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ACCESSORIES AND CARE 
IN THE EGGER sYsTEM

FOr thE COrrECt SUB-FLOOr
Optimum laying accessories on the laying 

surface. EGGER solely recommends to use 

underlays for noise reduction, which are 

specified for glueless clic systems with laminate 

floors.

 

FOr LAStINg BEAUtY
Even easy-to-maintain floors need to be well 

looked after, with the DECOR mIX & FILL repair 

set for example, or the CLEAN IT laminate 

cleaner.

FOr PErFECt LAYINg 
Quick, simple and clean laying with the right 

accessories: floor laying kit, coloured acrylic 

joint sealant, the STRIP-EX sealing glue and 

much more.

FOr CLEAN ENDINgS
The full range for the perfect termination: 

4 cm, 6 cm and 8 cm skirting, beading 

profiles and attachment systems.
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POSItIVE ECOLOGICAL BALANCE
FOR EGGER LAMINATE FLOORINGs

SUStAINABILItY IS OUr rESPONSIBILItY
As a manufacturer of quality products made of wood we are aware 

of our responsibility towards our customers and partners - not only 

in respect of the quality of the products, but also in questions of 

sustainability.

For this reason we feel it is our responsibility to handle our most 

important raw material wood carefully, and to use it in the best way 

possible.

WOOD, 
OUr MOSt IMPOrtANt 
rAW MAtErIAL
The long-term securing of sustainable forestry is 

of the the highest priority at EGGER.

For production we therefore exclusively use 

wood from sustainable forestries.

This was endorsed for us by PEFC*, one of the 

leading certification systems in Europe.

* Programme for the Endorsement  
 of Forest Certification Schemes 
 = Zertifizierungssystem für 
 nachhaltige Waldwirtschaft

Promoting sustainable 
forest management
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FrOM thE trEE tO thE PrODUCt - 
A CLOSED CYCLE
Using the valuable raw material wood in the best way possible 

is a fundamental concern of EGGER. The corporation therefore 

counts on fully integrated company locations. There, wood is 

initially used in a material form. This extends from solid wood 

production in the sawmill up to the production of wood materials 

such as laminate floorings. Residual wood and recycling wood 

that cannot be used for production is used thermally in our own 

biomass power plants. 

The CO₂ created in all production stages is in turn absorbed by 

the regrowing trees and transformed to oxygen.

A fully closed biological material cycle is created. In this way 

EGGER "makes more from wood".
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Art.: 289 674 / Em7175
Hazienda

Art.: 455 857 / Em7188
Arosa Pear

Art.: 456 182 / Em7197
Garrison Oak natural

Art.: 500 182 / Em7193
montana Pine brown

Art.: 500 090 / Em7192
montana Pine silver

page 32

page 3

page 9

page 20

32 CLASSIC 
8 mm 
1,292 × 193 × 8 mm
pack: 1.99 m²

PATENTED

Art.: 543 875 / Em7189
Grivola maple

Art.: 619 150 / Em3201
Bornholm Spruce

Art.: 618 948 / Em7150
Woodsticks

Art.: 619 099 / Em3209
Oak Orleans

Art.: 619 211 / Em3301
Beech 2-strip elegance 

page 30

page 22

page 36 page 32

31 CLASSIC
7 mm 
1,292 × 193 × 7 mm
pack: 2.49 m²

Art.: 619 129 / Em3207
Doussie Aruba

Art.: 500 366 / Em3226
Walnut Colorado

Art.: 543 905 / Em7205
Wenge mokolo

page 19

Art.: 543 844 / Em7197
Garrison Oak natural

page 31

Art.: 619 068 / Em3223
Oak Colmar 

PATENTED



Art.: 289 582 / Em7152
Girona Chestnut white

Art.: 500 274 / Em7187
Arosa Pear creme

Art.: 456 243 / Em7194
Northland Oak light

Art.: 500 243 / Em7190
Sibirian Larch

Art.: 455 970 / Em7126
Beech Heartwood

Art.: 456 038 / Em7181
Country Cherry

Art.: 289 612 / Em7177
Cortina Oak

Art.: 619 631 / Em7195
Northland Oak

Art.: 456 090 / Em7200
Garrison Oak sherry

Art.: 456 069 / Em3108
Italian Walnut 

Art.: 456 304 / Em7196
Northland Oak brown

Art.: 456 151 / Em7198
Garrison Oak cognac

Art.: 456 120 / Em7199
Garrison Oak tabac

Art.: 456 212 / Em7186
Novara Beech

Art.: 456 274 / Em7203
Belfort Oak dark

Art.: 289 643 / Em7179
Driftwood

Art.: 500 212 / Em7191
Sibirian Larch grey

Art.: 289 704 / Em7178
moor Acacia

page 38 page 28 page 34 page 29

page 25page 9 page 19

page 6 page 8 page 22

page 19 page 14 page 29 page 39

page 13

32 CLASSIC
8 mm 
1,292 × 193 × 8 mm
pack: 1.99 m²



* *

Art.: 500 991 / Em3231
Campino terracotta

Art.: 499 943 / Em7183
Viva black

Art.: 501 028 / Em3232
Campino dark

32 KINgSIZE 
8 mm 
1,292 × 326 × 8 mm
pack: 2.53 m²

Art.: 499 974 / Em7078
Woodstock white

Art.: 500 007 / Em7076
Woodstock longitudinal

Art.: 499 912 / Em7184
Viva natural

page 9

Art.: 502 100 / Em7100
Yorkshire Oak

Art.: 500 878 / Em7122
Périgord Walnut

page 18

Ideal for heavy domestic use and moderate commercial use.

Ideal for heavy domestic use and medium commercial use.

Ideal for heavy domestic and heavy commercial use.

The patented EGGER installation systems stand for quick and simple installation 
processes without glue!
Patented as JUST clic! EP 1 441 087 and EP 1 462 587 and PRO clic! EP 1 518 032.

* The EGGER laminate flooring guarantee terms apply (material guarantee for shock resistance 
 and abrasion). Available from your distributor or to download on the Internet. In addition the 
 EGGER PROFESSIONAL ADDED VALUE GUARANTEE terms apply.

ANtIStAtIC
Due to antistatic properties, electrostatic charges are reduced

Art.: 500 939 / Em3218
maple Heartwood

page 12

PATENTED

Art.: 500 816 / Em7134
Zermatt Oak sand

Art.: 500 786 / Em7143
Bourbon Oak natural

Art.: 500 847 / Em7130
American Pecan

Art.: 500 908 / Em7097
Vintage Acacia

Art.: 502 131 / Em7206
Simbu merbau 

page 26

page 38

page 13

32 MEDIUM
 

    
10,5 mm 
1,292 × 134 × 10,5 mm
pack: 1.04 m²

PATENTED



* *

Art.: 289 735 / Em7019
metallica white

Art.: 458 353 / Em7185
Leatherstone

page 23

page 16

32 BLOCK

SUrFACES

Ceramic

Brilliant

Velvet Matt

Linea

Rustic

Stone

Vintage

Natural Pore

OiledENDLESS OPtIC
The continuing design appearance from panel to 
panel on the short side adds profundity to every 
room.

WOODVISION®  BEVEL ON 2 SIDES
Bevels on 2 sides of the floorboards highlight the 
length of a room.

WOODVISION®  BEVEL ON 4 SIDES
A V-bevel on all four sides emphasises the special 
character of the floorboards.

8 mm 
637 × 330 × 8 mm
pack: 1.68 m²

SILENZIO® 

Silenzio® underlay directly bonded 
to the panel.

Art.: 289 797 / Em7174
Arkosa sand

Art.: 289 766 / Em7176
León Slate

page 25

Art.: 621 894 / Em7202
Riffle Oak white

Art.: 621 801 / Em7131
Woodwork Oak

Art.: 621 924 / Em7201
Riffle Oak

Art.: 621 832 / Em3110
Oxford Oak

Art.: 621 863 / Em7204
Belfort Oak

Art.: 621 955 / Em7153
mansonia Walnut

Art.: 621 771 / Em7182
Oxford Oak grey brown

page 10 page 33

page 1 page 12

page 22

33 CLASSIC
 11 mm 

1,292 × 193 × 11 mm
pack: 1.50 m²

PATENTED



DIVERsITY HAs A NAME:
EmOtION® 

No matter whether you prefer light or dark flooring and what 

room effect you want to achieve – emotion® by EGGER offers you 

a world of possibilities. From various looks with wood effects to 

stone decors to fantasy decors, there is something to suit any 

taste and match every interior decorating style.
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EGGER Retail Products  
GmbH & Co. KG 
Im Kissen 19
59929 Brilon 
Germany
t +49 2961 770-0
f +49 2961 770-62919
info-bri@egger.com

EGGER Retail Products  
GmbH & Co. KG 
Am Haffeld 1
23970 Wismar
Germany
t +49 3841 301-0
f +49 3841 301-20222
info-wis@egger.com

EGGER Retail Products 
GmbH 
Weiberndorf 20 
6380 St. Johann in Tirol 
Austria 
t +43 50 600-0
f +43 50 600-90682
info-sjo@egger.com

www.egger.com/emotion 

Service, advice and more:
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